Abstract-Can we design a communication network just like a huge linear time-invariant filter? To answer this question, we generalize the celebrated mincut-maxflow theorem to linear timeinvariant networks where edges are labeled with transfer functions instead of integer capacity constraints. We prove that when the transfer functions are linear time-invariant, the fundamental design limit, mincut, is achievable by a linear time-invariant scheme regardless of the topology of the network. Whereas prior works are based on layered networks, our proof has a novel way of converting an arbitrary relay network to an equivalent acyclic single-hop relay network, which we call Network Linearization. This theorem also reveals a strong connection between network coding and linear system theory.
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S [1] S [2] S [3] S [4] S [5] S [6] R time-invariant scheme can become a time-varying scheme. The example shown in Fig. 1 shows that network-coding design based on an unfolded network can cause a significant problem even in a simple network with one source, one relay and one destination.
The source transmits 1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 6 to the destination. The letters on the arrows of the unfolded network represent the flows of information. We can easily check that the network coding scheme shown in the figure is mincut achieving. However, when we fold it back, we can see problems for implementation. First of all, the scheme is time-varying at the relay. Thus, every node in the network has to be synchronized to a common clock. Moreover, the transmitted signal at a given time step may depend on all of its previously received signals, which may require a large memory.
It seems practically preferable to have a linear time-invariant scheme. However, whether we can achieve the capacity of an arbitrary deterministic network with a linear time-invariant scheme had remained an open question.
To answer this question, we adapt Koetter and Medard's novel view of network coding [7] . It is worth mentioning that Kim et al. [8] also attempt a generalization of Koetter and Medard's work. However, their results turn out to be limited to layered networks. Koetter and Medard considered a communication network as a linear time-invariant system. Then, the capacity of the network is simply the rank of the transfer function. In this way, we can convert a network coding problem to an algebra problem for a linear timeinvariant system. However, the way they wrote the proofs is still based on communication network theory rather than linear system theory [9] . For example, they justify that the maximum rank of the transfer function matrix is the mincut of the network by using the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [7, Theorem 2] . As a result, it is unclear how to extend their results to deterministic networks with LTI-transfer-function links without the corresponding theorems in communication network theory.
In this paper, we extend Koetter and Medard's result to such deterministic networks, i.e. we prove that we can achieve the mincut of an arbitrary deterministic network with a linear time-invariant scheme. The main idea is network linearization, which is based on linear system theory. First, we introduce internal states at the relays and represent the network as a linear equation. By algebraically converting the linear equation back to a network, we can obtain a single-hop acyclic network that exhibits an equivalent behavior to the original network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first formulate the problem and state the algebraic mincut-maxflow theorem which generalizes the celebrated mincut-maxflow theorem [10] , [11] . We introduce the proof ideas and then give a formal proof.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN RESULT
An LTI point-to-point network ( ) is a collection of a transmitter, relays, and a receiver 1 . There are also transfer functions connecting them. The network can be represented by a graph. Consider a digraph ( , ) with a totally ordered set of vertices and a set of edges . is partitioned into the sets
We consider a set of vertices as a node. More precisely, 0 is a transmitter, +1 is a receiver, and the others are relays. To emphasize this, we also denote := 0 and := +1 . For a given node , the elements of are again partitioned into two subsets 
be the field of all rational functions in variables , , ∪ with coefficients in respectively. An edge is denoted by a triplet
′ is called the tail of the edge and ′′ is called the head of the edge. Since a lack of physical connection between two vertices ′ and ′′ can be represented as ℎ ′ , ′′ ( , ) = 0, we assume that every input vertex is connected to every output vertex, including "self-loops" connecting the vertices within individual nodes. The internode transfer functions are described by rational functions on . Formally, for all , ∈ {0, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , + 1} and
Inside each node, edges are fully connecting its output vertices to its input vertices by transfer functions in [ ]. These transfer functions are chosen from [ ] to reflect the design freedom at the relays independent from the channel gains. Let's call these edges internal edges. Then we can see that and do not have internal edges. Moreover, we assume the transfer functions of the internal edges of all nodes are in the form of ∈ and all distinct. This distinct transfer function assumption guarantees enough design freedom at the relays. Formally, for all ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , } and
At each vertex and edge, the signal is processed as follows: Each vertex ∈ adds all the signals coming from the edges whose head is and transmits to the edges whose tail is . Each edge ∈ multiplies the signal coming from its tail with its transfer function and transmits to its head.
Denote a transfer function matrix from the input vertices of the node to the output vertices of the node as , ( ). Here, let " " represent 0 and " " represent + 1. In the same way, we denote a transfer function from a set of nodes to a set of nodes as , ( ). We also denote the transfer function matrix from the output vertices of to the input vertices of as ( ). 
Proof: As Fig. 3 , let , and be vectors of signals (which are rational functions on and ) at the input vertices of the transmitter, the output vertices visible at node , and the output vertices visible at the receiver. Then, we have the following relations between , and : Thus, simple algebra gives the theorem. Here, the existence of the matrix inverse follows from the invertibility of and the definition of . Therefore, from end-to-end perspective, the point-to-point LTI network ( ) can be thought as a MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) channel whose channel matrix is ( , ). Since the capacity of MIMO channels is closely related to the rank of the channel matrix [2] , we can think of the rank of ( , ) as the maxflow of the network.
One key fact about LTI networks is that the well-known mincut-maxflow theorem [11] , [10] can be extended to them.
Theorem 2 (Algebraic Mincut-Maxflow Theorem). With the above definitions,
Proof: See Section IV. Even though the theorem is written for variables , what it tells us is that the mincut is achievable by a linear timeinvariant scheme when we extend the field size enough [ Fig. 2 . The transfer function from to is 2 1 , which is not linear in 1 , 2 . To write the transfer function in a linear form, we introduce an internal state at the output of the second node. Then, the transfer function
, which is linear in 1 , 2 . Moreover, since
it corresponds to the transfer function of the acyclic single-hop relay network shown in the bottom figure of Fig. 2 .
(2) Circulation Arc: Even if the transfer function can be written in a linear form by introducing internal states, there has to be a relationship between the rank of the original transfer function and the rank of the linearized transfer function. To make this connection, we borrow the circulation arc idea from an integer programming context [13, p.86] . The problem that they had was that when they tried to write the maxflow problem in linear programming form, the flow conservation law did not hold at the source and the destination. The flow at the source is negative and the flow at the destination is positive. To patch this, they introduced a circulation arc with infinite capacity from the destination to the source. Since the amount of the negative flow at the source is the same as the amount of the positive flow at the destination, the flow conservative law can be recovered. Moreover, the flow across the network can be easily measured by measuring the flow in the circulation arc.
To apply this idea to LTI networks, we use an underdetermined system. Let's consider = + ( , ) with unknown vector . Here, ( , ) is a transfer function with a preprocessing matrix and a postprocessing matrix
. If the rank of ( , ) is smaller than the dimension of , the equation is underdetermined. Otherwise, it is not. Thus, we can see that the rank of the transfer function can be measured by the underdeterminedness of the system.
IV. NETWORK LINEARIZATION AND A PROOF OF ALGEBRAIC MINCUT-MAXFLOW THEOREM
Now, we will combine these ideas for network linearization. We first introduce the circulation arc. As shown in Fig. 3 , an auxiliary node with input vertices and output vertices is added to the original network. We also introduce input vertices at the receiver node and output vertices at the transmitter node. Following the previous notations, we put " " represent + 2, and use the notation , and as before. Let
are selected as those of the relay nodes, i.e. the transfer functions are in the form of ∈ and they are all distinct. Now, we introduce the internal states. As shown in Fig. 3 , let , , and be the vectors of the signals of the output vertices seen at the auxiliary node, the node , and the receiver respectively.
From the system diagram, Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . LTI network ( ) with circulation arc added in relation has to hold.
Therefore, we have We will prove the equivalence between the original network ( ) and the linearized network ( ).
. Then, the maxflow of ( ) is the same as the maxflow of ( ) by an offset .
Lemma 1 (Maxflow Equivalence Lemma). Given the above notations,
rank( ( , ) ) + = rank ( , ).
Proof:
( , ) is the Schur's complement of ( , ). Thus, we can use the fact that where is invertible. See [14] for the details. The mincut of ( ) is also the same as the mincut of ( ) by an offset . 
Lemma 2 (Mincut Equivalence Lemma

